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Illustrated wilderness terrain tiles for use with the
Dungeons & Dragons® Fantasy Roleplaying Game The
Dungeon Tiles Master Sets are designed to give
Dungeon Masters the tiles they need to build Dungeons
& Dragons adventure maps, including maps appearing in
published adventures. With this box of customizable
terrain tiles, Dungeon Masters can add new dimension to
their Dungeons & Dragons tabletop experience. Easy to
set up and infinitely expandable, this Dungeon Tiles set
allows DMs to create the adventures they want to play.
This box contains 10 double-sided sheets of illustrated,
die-cut terrain tiles printed on heavy cardstock. The tiles
feature wilderness sites and terrain elements that
Dungeon Masters can use to build exciting encounters
set in the outdoors.
New options for fighters, rangers, rogues, and warlords...
Sharpen your sword and tighten your bow! This musthave book is the latest in a line of player-friendly game
supplements offering hundreds of new options for D&D®
characters, specifically focusing on martial heroes. It
provides new archetypal builds for fighters, rangers,
rogues, and warlords, as well as new character powers,
feats, paragon paths, and epic destinies.
Speed up your game with official D&D® power cards.
Players using Player's Handbook(R) 2 Power Cards
don't need to crack open a rulebook every time they cast
a spell--all the crucial information is right in front of their
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eyes. Each and every class power appearing in Player's
Handbook 2 has its own card. Simply select the cards for
your character's powers and you're ready to play! Each
deck contains 100 cards with all the powers from
Player's Handbook 2 for each of the eight classes
featured in the book, plus a few blank cards for players
to use for other powers.
Illustrated terrain tiles for use with the D&D® Roleplaying
Game This D&D Roleplaying Game accessory--designed
for use with the Dark Sun® Campaign Setting and the
Marauders of the Dune Sea(tm) adventure--gives
Dungeon Masters an easy and inexpensive way to
include great-looking terrain in their games. This set
provides ready-to-use, configurable tiles and threedimensional enhancements with which to build exciting
encounter locations. This accessory contains six doublesided sheets of illustrated, die-cut terrain tiles printed on
heavy cardstock, allowing you to create desert oases,
sandstone vaults, and other dungeon and wilderness
fixtures. Some of the tiles can be combined to create 3D
terrain elements. It is ideal for Dark Sun campaign
adventures or any other D&D setting.
A new boxed set containing all the basics for those new
to the Dungeons & Dragons roleplaying game. This
brand-new boxed set is designed to give those new to
roleplaying an introduction to, and a good understanding
of, the D&D game experience. It contains everything
needed to play exciting adventures, including a complete
set of roleplaying dice, streamlined rules drawn straight
from the Dungeons & Dragons v3.5 core rulebooks, and
16 miniatures from the D&D Miniatures line. In
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celebration of the 30th anniversary of Dungeons &
Dragons, this box was named for a classic boxed set
from the first years of the game's history and is a great
way for current players to introduce the game to a whole
new generation. Components: - 16 non-random
miniatures - rulebooks - character sheets - 4 doublesided map boards - complete set of D&D dice
Charles S. Singleton's edition of the Divine Comedy, of
which this is the first part, provides the English-speaking
reader with everything he needs to read and understand
Dante’s great masterpiece. The Italian text here is in the
edition of Giorgio Petrocchi, the leading Italian editor of
Dante. Professor Singleton’s prose translation, facing
the Italian in a line-for-line arrangement on each page, is
smooth and literate. The companion volume, the
Commentary, marshals every point of information the
reader may require: vocabulary; grammar; identification
of Dante’s characters; historical sources of some of the
incidents and, where pertinent, excerpts from those
sources in their original languages and in translation;
profound clear analysis of the Divine Comedy’s basic
allegory. There is a complete bibliography of every
aspect of Dante studies. This first part of the Divine
Comedy which is illustrated with maps of Italy and the
region Dante knew especially, diagrams of the circles of
Hell, and plates showing some of the historic sites
mentioned by Dante in his poem.
Presents the core rules of the popular role playing game,
from the basic rules to guidance on the game's more
intricate systems, as well as information on powers,
combat, skills, character creation, and equipment.
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This full-length adventure for the newest D&D campaign
setting showcases manyof the most unique traits of the
Eberron setting.
A D&D Adventure for 11th-level characters. Designed to take
characters from 11th to 14th level, this adventure pits the
heroes against a variety of horrible monsters and fiendish
foes as they seek to thwart the evil machinations of the
denizens of the Trollhaunt Warrens. This adventure can be
run as a stand-alone adventure or as Part One of a three-part
series of adventures that spans 10 levels of gameplay.
Visit New Dimensions The most powerful adventurers know
that great rewards--and great perils--await them beyond the
world they call home. From the depths of Hell to the heights
of Mount Celestia, from the clockwork world of Mechanus to
the swirling chaos of Limbo, these strange and terrifying
dimensions provide new challenges to adventurers who travel
there. Manual of the Planes is your guidebook on a tour of the
multiverse. This supplement for the D&D game provides
everything you need to know before you visit other planes of
existence. Included are new prestige classes, spells,
monsters, and magic items. Along with descriptions of dozens
of new dimensions, Manual of the Planes includes rules for
creating your own planes. To use this supplement, a
Dungeon Master also needs the Player's Handbook, the
Dungeon Master's Guide, and the Monster Manual. A player
needs only the Player's Handbook.
The essential handbook integrating fear and horror into D&D
play, this guide provides everything Dungeon Masters need
to run a horror-oriented campaign or integrate elements of
creepiness and tension into their existing campaigns.
Scoundrels of Skullport adds TWO new expansions to the
Lords of Waterdeep board game -- Undermountain and
Skullport -- inspired by the vast dungeon and criminal haven
under Waterdeep. Players can choose to include one or both
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expansions in a Lords of Waterdeep game. The expansions
also allow the addition of a sixth player. The Skullport
expansion adds a new resource to the game: Corruption. The
Undermountain expansion features bigger quests and more
ways to get adventures. Scoundrels of Skullport also includes
new Lords, new Buildings, and set-up materials for a sixth
player.
Fantasirollespil.
Speed up your game with official D&D® power cards. Players
using Player's Handbook(R) Power Cards don't need to crack
open a rulebook every time they cast a spell--all the crucial
information is right in front of their eyes. Each and every class
power appearing in the Player's Handbook has its own card.
Simply select the cards for your character's powers and
you're ready to play! This deck of 100 cards includes all the
powers from Player's Handbook for the fighter, plus a few
blank cards for players to use for other powers.

Four Against Darkness is a solitaire dungeon-delving
game that may also be played cooperatively. No
miniatures are needed. All you need is this book, a
pencil, two dice, and grid paper. Choose four
characters from a list of classic types (warrior,
wizard, rogue, halfling, dwarf, barbarian, cleric, elf),
equip them, and venture into dungeons created by
dice rolls and your own choices. You will fight
monsters, manage resources, grab treasure, dodge
traps, find clues, and even accept quests from the
monsters themselves. Your characters will level up,
becoming more powerful with each game... IF THEY
SURVIVE.
Presenting the delightful Angel Spirits Journal
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featuring the wonderful art of Sulamith
W????????lfing. The charming journal cover
painting, The First Butterfly, is one of her most wellloved paintings. Interspersed throughout the journal
are lovely little angels and fairies to help you with
your journaling. The 128-page journal is 6" x 8.25"
and has a high-quality hardbound cover with an
attractive Wire-O binding. The journal has lined
pages, while evenly spaced throughout are selected
illustrations. The journal has an elastic band closure.
An important discovery puts Roger the Chapman’s
life in danger . . . - In the autumn of 1483, Roger
goes on an errand of mercy to Hereford, where he is
caught up in the Duke of Buckingham’s rebellion
against the new king, Richard III. Roger takes refuge
in Tintern Abbey, but on his return to Bristol, a
murder and a series of house robberies lead him to
the eventual discovery of the treasure stolen from
the abbey on the night he was there. It also means
great danger, not only for himself, but a member of
his family . . .
The Dungeon Master's best friend. This accessory
for the Dungeons & Dragons Fantasy Roleplaying
Game is a beautiful addition to any game table and
the ultimate aid for Dungeon Masters. The four-panel
screen is made of durable game board-quality card
stock, with a lavish illustration on the outside and
handy reference tables and charts on the inside. The
landscape design allows Dungeon Masters to see
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and reach over the screen without difficulty.
Dungeon Masters can keep their notes and die rolls
hidden from the players while having all important
rules information at the ready.
This core rulebook introduces an innovative monster
stat block format, that makes running monsters
easier for the Dungeon Master, and presents a
horde of iconic monsters that fit into any campaign.
THE MASTER RETURNS! An ancient and evil
secret society has stayed in hiding since the death of
their leader, Zheng Zhu. But now his successor has
been chosen to shift the balance of power in the
world - Zheng Zhu's son, Shang-Chi! Witness the
Marvel Universe's greatest fighter return to a world of
death and destruction he thought he left behind long
ago - and discover the secrets to Shang-Chi's past
that will change his world forever.
Batman has broken free from the Loop and the
endless cycle of combat. Now free to explore the
Island without limitation, the World’s Greatest
Detective will discover secrets about the world of
Fortnite never before revealed in the game or
anywhere else. Just one thing…he’s not alone. Not
only is he met by a rogue faction of Fortnite bandits
who have ALSO escaped the Loop-Eternal Voyager!
Bandolette! Magnus! Fishstick! And a few othersthere’s someone else trapped, someone who is
trying to get free from the world of Fortnite…someone
deadly. Will Batman recognize this familiar hunter-forPage 7/13
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hire, and even more importantly, will he trust him?
Just because Batman’s out of the Loop doesn’t
mean the fighting is over… Please note: This digital
comic purchase DOES NOT include any redeemable
code for Fortnite in-game bonus rewards.Batman
has broken free from the Loop and the endless cycle
of combat. Now free to explore the Island without
limitation, the World’s Greatest Detective will
discover secrets about the world of Fortnite never
before revealed in the game or anywhere else. Just
one thing…he’s not alone. Not only is he met by a
rogue faction of Fortnite bandits who have ALSO
escaped the Loop-Eternal Voyager! Bandolette!
Magnus! Fishstick! And a few others-there’s
someone else trapped, someone who is trying to get
free from the world of Fortnite…someone deadly. Will
Batman recognize this familiar hunter-for-hire, and
even more importantly, will he trust him? Just
because Batman’s out of the Loop doesn’t mean
the fighting is over… Please note: This digital comic
purchase DOES NOT include any redeemable code
for Fortnite in-game bonus rewards.
Create heroic characters for the world’s greatest
roleplaying game. The Player’s Handbook is the
essential reference for every Dungeons & Dragons
roleplayer. It contains rules for character creation and
advancement, backgrounds and skills, exploration and
combat, equipment, spells, and much more. Use this
book to create characters from among the most iconic
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D&D races and classes. Publisher’s Weekly #1 Best
Seller in Hardcover Nonfiction Wall Street Journal #1
Best Seller in Hardcover Nonfiction • In Dungeons &
Dragons, you and your friends coauthor your own
legend. Guided by a Dungeon Master, you create
characters and play their roles in a story, rolling dice and
navigating maps as you unfold a tale as limitless as your
imagination. • The Player’s Handbook is the first of
three D&D core rulebooks, along with the Monster
Manual and the Dungeon Master’s Guide. The Player’s
Handbook is the cornerstone. It’s the foundational text
of D&D’s fifth edition—for beginners and for veterans
alike. • The Player’s Handbook walks you through how
to create a Dungeons & Dragons character—the role
you’ll play in the D&D world. • Dungeons & Dragons is
the world’s greatest roleplaying game. Created in 1974,
D&D transformed gaming culture by blending traditional
fantasy with miniatures and wargaming.
Explore a wealth of peril and personalities in this
campaign book for the world’s greatest roleplaying
game, Dungeons & Dragons. Acquisitions Incorporated
is a different flavor of Dungeons & Dragons. A fifth
edition D&D book created in partnership with Penny
Arcade Inc. and inspired by the podcast and web series,
this book is full of madcap heists, hilarious moments, and
all the ingredients you need to include the adventurers of
Acquisitions Incorporated in your own fifth edition D&D
campaign. • Start up your own Acquisitions Incorporated
franchise in the Forgotten Realms or anywhere in the
multiverse. • Live out your fantasy of climbing the
corporate ladder of the most notorious retrieval agency in
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the Forgotten Realms—Acquisitions Incorporated. • The
224-page book will give Dungeon Masters and players
plenty of bits to play a D&D fifth edition game just as if
you were on stage with the crew at PAX! New
backgrounds, character options, franchise information
and more. • You'll also find an adventure that will take
characters from levels 1 through 6, establishing your
party's claim on a world they've just begun to
explore—and to strip-mine for profit. Dungeons &
Dragons is the world’s greatest roleplaying game.
Created in 1974, D&D transformed gaming culture by
blending traditional fantasy with miniatures and
wargaming.
Overcome challenges, solve puzzles, and uncover the
true culprit in the fourth installment of the Escape Book
series! What started as a typical family vacation takes a
turn for the worse when you and your grandfather, a
security guard at the local museum, find yourselves at
the center of a serious scandal. It turns out that one of
the museum's masterpieces was stolen on the same
night you and your grandfather were taking an afterhours tour--since you were the only two people there,
you're the prime suspects! To prove your innocence, you
must now find the stolen masterpiece by observing,
analyzing, and investigating like a real detective! Are you
ready for an adventure?
Despite the advertisements of rival firms, it is probable
that every tradesman knows that nobody in business at
the present time has a position equal to that of Mr. Nuth.
Speed up your game with official D&D® power cards.
Players using Player's Handbook(R) Power Cards don't
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need to crack open a rulebook every time they cast a
spell--all the crucial information is right in front of their
eyes. Each and every class power appearing in the
Player's Handbook has its own card. Simply select the
cards for your character's powers and you're ready to
play! This deck of 100 cards includes all the powers from
Player's Handbook for the rogue, plus a few blank cards
for players to use for other powers.
The darkest hour approaches... To recover the final
fragment of the Sword of Life, you are forced to make an
uneasy alliance with the exiled prince who seeks its twin,
the Sword of Death. The next phase of your quest takes
you through the alleyways of the city of Crescentium,
where assassins lurk in the shadows and fanatic
crusaders are vigilant to mete out punishment to any
who break their harsh laws. But mortal foes are not your
greatest threat. You must embark on a ship that voyages
between worlds, face jinn and fire wizards, and contend
against the still-powerful remnants of forgotten gods. In
this land of sorcery, you will encounter terrors and
wonders more fabulous than you have ever imagined until your ultimate destination, the very shores of Life and
Death, where you come face to face with your greatest
foe. Blood Sword can be played either solo or in a team
of up to four people, providing the most exciting
challenge yet in fantasy adventures, combining the best
of role-playing, novels and tabletop games. What
reviewers say: ""A lush and gorgeous campaign, one of
the best I've played..."" ""Without exaggeration, the finest
entry in the best 'ongoing story' gamebook series ever
crafted..."" ""A grand adventure. Ends on an absolutely
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awesome cliffhanger that leaves you just gasping to read
the fourth book in the series...""
Tanis Half-Elven... Flint Fireforge... Tasslehoff Burfoot...
the classic Dragonlance characters are back! Picking up
where the first book of the classic Dragonlance
Chronicles left off, this tale follows the Companions of
the Lance on their adventures following the rescue of the
refugees of Pax Tharkas. Flint and Tanis Half-Elven
travel to the dwarven kingdom of Thorbardin, while the
rest of the Companions confront challenges of their own.
This source book allows gamers to experience the adventure
of the Legends of the Twins trilogy for the first time, either by
playing out the events of the popular novels or by taking the
themes of time travel, spiritual journeys, and redemption and
using them in all-new campaigns. Full color.
Honoring the thirtieth anniversary of the popular role-playing
game, this richly illustrated retrospective takes a close-up
look at the past, present, and future of the Dungeons &
Dragons franchise, featuring a selection of essays, facts, and
photographs that capture the events, products, personalities,
art, and influence of the game through the years. Reprint.
Premium player character miniatures for the Dungeons &
Dragons® Roleplaying Game The Player's Handbook(TM)
Heroes: Series 1 expansion for the Dungeons & Dragons
Roleplaying Game features high-quality miniatures
representing iconic player character races and classes
described in the Player's Handbook(R) and Player's
Handbook 2 core rulebooks. There are six booster packs in
all: 2 packs of martial heroes, 2 packs of arcane heroes, 1
pack of divine heroes, and 1 pack of primal heroes. This
booster pack contains 3 visible, high-quality, non-random
plastic miniatures representing D&D® arcane characters plus
an exclusive power card not available elsewhere! Each
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miniature comes beautifully painted and fully assembled.
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